
CHOCKS single arch item #2500 and #2500F 

 made in Italy 

Description: 

Universal layout hard hull chock made of mirror-polished 316L 
stainless steel. There are many different inclination angles possible, 
they can be adjusted manually depending on the hull shape and the 
selected position can be fixed with a screw and a nut. The inclination 
angle of the plate is manually adjustable; the plate is covered by a 
special gum surface to reduce friction and scratches on the hull.  
3 different chocks models are available: single arch, double arch and 
double counterposed arch.  
The bottom part of the chock can be fixed without recess (#2500 F) or 
built-in to the deck into a socket with a draining hole (#2500). 
Thanks to its particular shape, this chock can virtually fit a multitude 
of hard hull designs such as tenders, watercraft or Jet Ski and can be 
adjusted with a simple movement, without having to move the 
installed bases.  
The extractable version is supplied with the built-in socket 

The payload of the items 2500 and 2500 F is 80Kg each 

ART #2500 

ART #2500F 



CHOCKS double arch item #2505 and #2505F

 made in Italy 

Description: 
Universal layout hard hull chock made of mirror-polished 316L 
stainless steel. There are many different inclination angles possible, 
they can be adjusted manually depending on the hull shape and the 
selected position can be fixed with a screw and a nut. The inclination 
angle of the plate is manually adjustable; the plate is covered by a 
special gum surface to reduce friction and scratches on the hull.  
3 different chocks models are available: single arch, double arch and 
double counterposed arch.  
The bottom part of the chock can be fixed without recess (#2505 F) or 
built-in to the deck into a socket with a draining hole (#2505). 
Thanks to its particular shape, this chock can virtually fit a multitude 
of hard hull designs such as tenders, watercraft or Jet Ski and can be 
adjusted with a simple movement, without having to move the 
installed bases.  
The extractable version is supplied with the built-in socket 

The payload of the items 2505 and 2505 F is 160Kg each 

ART #2505 

ART #2505F 



CHOCKS double counterposed arches item #2510 and #2510F  

 made in Italy

Description: 
Universal layout hard hull chock made of mirror-polished 316L 
stainless steel. There are many different inclination angles possible, 
they can be adjusted manually depending on the hull shape and the 
selected position can be fixed with a screw and a nut. The inclination 
angle of the plate is manually adjustable; the plate is covered by a 
special gum surface to reduce friction and scratches on the hull.  
3 different chocks models are available: single arch, double arch and 
double counterposed arch.  
The bottom part of the chock can be fixed without recess (#2510 F) or 
built-in to the deck into a socket with a draining hole (#2510). 
Thanks to its particular shape, this chock can virtually fit a multitude 
of hard hull designs such as tenders, watercraft or Jet Ski and can be 
adjusted with a simple movement, without having to move the 
installed bases.  
The extractable version is supplied with the built-in socket 

The payload of the items 2510 and 2510 F is 160Kg each 

ART #2510F 


